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VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE SERVICES — NATIONAL MEDAL 
Statement by Minister for Emergency Services 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn — Minister for Emergency Services) [12.06 pm]: I rise to inform the house of 
some well-overdue recognition for our sea rescue heroes. I am very pleased to announce that after years of advocacy 
by the Department of Fire and Emergency Services, and my support, certain members of Western Australia’s 
Volunteer Marine Rescue Services are finally eligible for the National Medal. This brings them in line with the 
rest of the state’s emergency services brigades, units and groups. The National Medal recognises long and diligent 
service by members of recognised government and voluntary organisations. These members risk their safety and 
lives to protect or assist the community in the enforcement of the law or in times of emergency or natural disaster. 
I am sure that every member of this house would agree that our sea rescue groups certainly fit that criteria. They 
brave the raging seas that few others would face to rescue people and vessels from nightmare scenarios. They 
spend days and nights scanning what must seem like an endless ocean looking for just a glimpse of colour or 
movement that could lead them to find someone desperate for help and floating in the water, or they have the grim 
task of retrieving those who have lost their lives at sea. 

I have had the pleasure of spending time with all these groups. Last year, along with the member for Baldivis, 
I joined in a training exercise with the Rockingham and Mandurah volunteer marine rescue groups. Their skills 
and tireless efforts were clear to see as we searched for two dummy bodies lost at sea and practised airlifts with 
the RAC emergency services rescue helicopter. In fact, when we returned, they went straight back out to respond 
to a real call for help. 

Our state’s Volunteer Marine Rescue Services skippers, crews, and shore-based radio operators with 15 years of 
diligent service can now be recognised on a national stage with eligibility for the National Medal. There is also 
a clasp for each subsequent 10 years of diligent service. I would like to thank the Governor-General, Peter Cosgrove, 
for including our state’s volunteer sea rescue heroes in the Australian honours system, and congratulate them again 
on finally becoming eligible for this important award. 
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